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1. The credit payment system (Postpaid) 

Connection according the credit system of payment is possible for 1 year contract in 
case of purchase equipment and for 2 years contract in case of renting equipment. 
Citizens of Montenegro can rent equipment with 2 years contract by providing approval 
of citizenship. 

 
1.1 Postpaid Internet tariffs 

Name Receive / transmission speed* Monthly cost Traffic limits 

Normal up to 3/1 Mbps 19 € unlimited 
Super up to 6/2 Mbps 26 € unlimited 

* The maximum possible speeds are highlighted. The real speed depends on the quality of the radio 
signal and can be less than the highlighted. 

 

2. Prepaid payment system 

Connecting according the prepaid system of payment is possible for all citizens of 
Montenegro, foreigners and tourists without restrictions. Connection is not required 
fixed-term agreement. 
 

2.1 Prepaid Internet tariffs 
Name Receive / transmission speed* Monthly cost Traffic limits 

Home up to 2/1 Mbps 30 € unlimited 
Villa up to 4/2 Mbps 43 € unlimited 

Villa-6M up to 6/2 Mbps 52 € unlimited 
* The maximum possible speeds are highlighted. The real speed depends on the quality of the radio 

signal and can be less than the highlighted. 

 

4. Equipment of WIMAX network 3,5GHz 
 

3.1 Sale of equipment 
Type Model Distance Cost 

Моbile USB device UH350 < 2 km 35 € 
Fixed outdoor device 4G Box-L < 5 km 99 € 
Fixed outdoor device MiMAX Pro 5-10 km 150 € 

 
3.2 Renting of equipment 

Type Model Distance Monthly payment 
Indoor Wi-Fi device MiMAX Easy < 2 km 5 € 

Fixed outdoor device 4G Box /4G Box-L < 5 km 5 € 
Fixed outdoor device MiMAX Pro 5-10 km 6 € 
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3. Installation cost  

25 euros – installation of outdoor antenna. . This is the price of standard installation 
without additional constructions, including 10 meters of cable set up for free. 

*Installation cost is not included additional trasnport costs for traveling to the customer location.  
 

6. Additional services 

6.1 Static IP address IPv4 
 

Static IP address can be used for video surveillance systems, web sites self-hosting and 
for  the financial systems access.  Service cost: 5 euros per month.  Payment in 
advance for a year time period provides 20 % discount. 


